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HARVEST – ESCAPING THE WHEAT 
FIELD
By mid-afternoon, there was only a small patch of wheat 
remaining and the rangers’ concentration had begun to fail.

„If there’d been a fox in this field, it would have run out by 
now,” said one of the harvesters, sharpening his scythe. 
„They take flight at the slightest noise.”

„You’re right, but the Chief won’t give up,” replied another.

Soon, there was only one corner of the field left. And in 
that corner, under the elder bush, the three foxes lay hidden. 
They only spoke using their eyes, while the fear of death 
hung in the air above them. They didn’t dare move a muscle.

„If we do have to run for it, we should all go in different 
directions and then maybe one of us will survive ;” whispered 
Karack.

„Wait here,” said Vuk. „I’m going to take another look.”

„Don’t!” pleaded Karack and Haart together. „You’ll get 
killed!”

But Vuk gave no heed to their warnings. The valiant heart of 
his great-grandfather was beating strongly in his chest.

He knew it would be better to die right there than to rush 
blindly into a trap.

Karack dropped his head onto the ground, and he closed his 
eyes waiting for death to come and take him. Vuk’s courage 
should have inspired him, but he was too full of dread.

When the harvesters reached the last line of wheat, the 
farmer called out, „Supper time!” and the rangers all turned 
and watched the Chief as he slipped his rifle-strap over his 
shoulder.
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„I’ve got something to do in the village,” he said. Then he 
added, „You lot stay and watch the field… you never know,” 
and off he marched towards the houses.

Once he had disappeared over the rise, the rangers lowered 
their rifles too.

„What’s so important that he has to go to the village now?” 
one of them asked, scratching his head.

„A cold glass of beer…” replied another.

„And the barmaid!” chuckled the third, walking off into the 
shade under the trees where the harvesters were sharing out 
their food.

„Right you are!” said the farmer. „Not even a mouse 
would’ve stayed in that field, let alone a fox. Come and help 
yourselves to some homemade sausage.”

Every muscle in Vuk’s body trembled with renewed hope as 
he crept back carefully to the elder bush where the other 
foxes lay.

„They’ve gone! Quick, follow me!” he said. But Karack and 
Haart could only stare at him rigid with fear.

„Quick!” Vuk hissed. His eyes flared and the other foxes 
knew they had to obey. They rose trembling because now the 
sunlight was shining into the once dark wheat field. They 
followed Vuk, like sleepwalkers, glancing from side to side. 
They reached the fringe of the wheat and Vuk shot out into 
the open like a red comet.

The rangers were happily enjoing the farmer’s hospitality. 
They laughed along with the girls and told fantastic stories 
about the foxes they had lured into their traps. Then Adam 
shouted again, „Look! Foxes!”

They dropped their food and rushed about, grabbing for their 
guns but it was useless, because the foxes were now far 
away.
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